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“We have to create a world in which it is unacceptable not 

to have planned in advance.”  (Lloyds of London, 2017)

But: Planning in advance only works if followed by action.

We know enough to take action now but despite progress in 

some areas we continue to create new risks. 

And we waste resources by not investing in prevention and 

resilience. 

What does it take to change this? 



Unless you see this as an ‘Act of God’…
Risk = exposure + vulnerability + hazard
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Fit for today and fit for the future? 

➢ Physical risk –

asset values at risk from direct 

and indirect impacts ➢ Changing business models for the transition 

to the  low carbon economy

➢ Liability risks - corporates exposed to more 

lawsuits, greater public scrutiny of corporate action

Lloyds of London, Vivid Economics, Grantham Research Institute: Transition to a 

low carbon  economy - implications for different sectors, 2020



For many businesses still early days …

Q: Which of the 

statements best 

describe your 

company's 

assessment of 

current and future 

climate risks  from 

climate change?

Source: GRI UK 

Business Adaptation 

Survey, 2019



… and very little quantification of financial impacts

Q: If you 

experienced any 

impact from 

climate related 

events can you 

quantify this?

Source: GRI UK Business 
Adaptation Survey, 2019



(Surminski et. al. 2018 – CCRA2)

UK Climate Change Risk Assessment – looking at physical risks



Some observations :

• Progress in risk assessment and disclosure, but this is not matched by progress 

in action to reduce risk.

• Danger of lock-ins if current decisions do not consider climate risk trends.

• No common method or metric for firms to assess adaptation or resilience 

efforts of their counterparties. 

• Reliance on insurance with respect to current risks can generate a false 

sense of security and lack of financial incentives. 



The key to avoid costly lock-ins: involve all those who 

make decisions that influence current and future risk levels
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Surminski, S. (2019): Flood Insurance and Flood Risk Reduction, in 

Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Natural Hazard Science



“But:  many decisions today are still not reflecting risks tomorrow. 



Internationally just 12% of funds for risk management are put into risk reduction 

and prevention prior to an event, while 88% go into response during, and repair 

or reconstruction after an event.  

(Tanner, T.M., Surminski, S., Wilkinson, E., Reid, R.,Rentschler, J.E., and Rajput,S.: The Triple 

Dividend of Resilience, World Bank/ODI, 2015) 

This is not sustainable –

and given climate change it is reckless. 



The bigger picture: The business case for climate resilience 

• Avoided losses (1st Dividend of Resilience): reduced 

or avoided costs

• Growth dividend (2nd Dividend of Resilience): 

innovation, entrepreneurship, and investments

• Wider co-benefits (3rd Dividend of Resilience): 

economic, social and environmental aspects

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https://images.springer.com/sgw/books/medium/9783319406930.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319406930&docid=r1YGe_PFZUg-oM&tbnid=QfrKgoih2fPbKM:&vet=1&w=153&h=230&client=firefox-b&bih=639&biw=1366&q=triple%20resilience%20dividend&ved=0ahUKEwj1lMThk8nRAhUELcAKHaAkA2kQMwgcKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8
http://www.target.com/p/realising-the-triple-dividend-of-resilience-a-new-business-case-for-disaster-risk-management/-/A-51759290
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Drivers of resilience:



And what about government support? 

• Government has not mainstreamed climate resilience and 
adaptation into Industrial Strategy.

• Companies need help accessing the right information and 
understanding what tools and measures are available to reduce 
the risk from physical climate risks. 

• Will Covid-stimulus help to increase climate resilience or 
create new risks? 

• Building back better as the new mantra – what does this mean 
in reality? Internationally we see evidence of cuts to adaptation/
resilience finance post COVID. 

• Opportunity for natural capital investments: Evidence shows that nature-based 
stimulus investment scenario outperforms a business-as-usual stimulus investment 
scenario globally (Food and Land Use Coalition & Vivid Economics, forthcoming)

Golnaraghi, Surminski,Schanz 2016:  An 

Integrated Apprach to Managing  Extreme 

Events and Climate Risks, Geneva Association. 



The role of insurance - important strategic questions for the 

next phase of the sustainable insurance journey:

1. Closing the protection and resilience gap: How can the industry build trust, capacity and long-
term solutions where no markets currently exist or where rising risks threaten the availability of 
insurance?

2. ‘Building back better’: Why are not all insurance repairs conducted with a low-carbon and 
climate-resilient future in mind? 

3. Investing in sustainable assets: How can the industry address the disconnect between risk know-
how on the underwriting side and investment decisions on the asset side? How can insurers play a 
market-shaping role in terms of driving demand for green and sustainable assets, not least for 
sovereign bonds, often the largest asset class?

4. Make resilience an investable proposition: Why are we not able to attach monetary returns to 
investments in resilience? 

5. Engaging with clients and customers: How could insurers set out requirements for their clients to 
demonstrate sustainable behaviour? How can insurers use risk signalling to inform other sectors 
and governments about the urgency of changing to more sustainable practices and policies?
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